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SUMMARY

Recent advances in the application of non-traditional
methods and procedures for off-line diagnosis and on
line monitoring of new and service-aged power trans
formers are discussed. Advanced off-line methods are
based on the main operational stresses (electrical,
mechanical, thermal) and on typical failure modes:
measurement of polarisation- and depolarisation
currents (PDC), electrical detection of partial discharges
(PD) and measurement of the transfer function (FRA).
A pilot installation of an on-line monitoring system on a
strategically important transformer is described. The
measured data of the built-in sensors (e.g. load, tempera
tures, gas and moisture in oil, overvoltages) are analyzed
using a model-based software approach with an adaptive
threshold to define faulty conditions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Large power transformers belong to the most expensive
and strategically important components of any power
generation and transmission system. Their reliability is
of key importance for the availability and profitable
operation of such systems. A serious failure of a large
power transformer due to insulation breakdown ean
generate substantial costs for repair and financial losses
due to power outage. Therefore, utilities have a elear
ineentive to assess the actual condition of their trans
formers, in partieular the condition of the HV insulation
system, with the airn to rninimise the risk of failures and
to avoid forced outages of strategically important units:
power station ~tep-up transformers, large substation
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transformers or autotransformers in a HV transmission
system.

According to an international survey of CIGRE [I],
typical failure rates for large power transformers with
windings for voltages up to 300-kV are in the range of
1% to 2% p.a. More recent figures from Germany [2]
confirm that the statistical failure rates of transformers
increase significantly with system voltage (see Table I).
Although reliability considerations apply throughout the
life of a transformer, the in-service failure rates of large
power transformers and other HV-components alone
cannot justify all the efforts made world-wide to
improve condition assessment methods by introducing
new diagnostic tools and monitoring systems [3],[4].

Table I: Average Failure Rates 0/ Power Transformers
based Oll data from 1980 - 1993, [2J

u. Failure Rate (o.a.)
IIO-kV 0.36 %
220-kV 1.54 %
380-kV 2.07 %

The real driving forces behind the efforts to develop and
apply better diagnostic methods and tools for assessing
the eondition of large power transformers are the
increasing age of the transformer population (the
majority of large power transformers in Switzerland and
most other countries in central Europe were installed in
the 60's) and the deregulating environment in the
electric power seetor which requires a reduction of
operating and maintenanee eosts. A transition from time
based maintenance (TBM) to condition based mainte
nanee (CBM) can create substantial eeonomic benefits,
provided that reliable diagnostic methods are available
to assess the condition of all critical elements of a
transformer: insulation, tap changer, bushings [1].
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Today, utilities are therefore challenged with the
following questions: (I) how can incipient faults in
strategically impo rtant units be de tec ted at an early
stage, (2) how can the lifetime of service-aged trans
forme rs be extended without lass of re liability or avai l
ability, and (3) how ca n we further redu ce the cosl for
rnainten ance and rcfurbishment ?

Ta answer any of these questions, we need (a) mare
detailed info rmation about typical failure modes in real
transformer designs, (b) a beller underslanding of the
agei ng behaviour of the oil-cellulose -insulatio n system,
(c) advanced diagnostic techniques and monitoring
systems for on-sitc use 10 assess the electrical and
mecha nical con dition of power transformers, and (d)
cle ar mie s for the interpre tation of diagnostic resul ts.

Ta address these needs in Switzerland a project was
initi ated in collaboration with utilities, technical
universities and the transfonne r industry to investigate
and explorc ne w diagnostic rneth ods and surveillance
systerns for large powe r transformers. This paper
describes the main objectives and same results of this
proje ct: (in sec tion 2) development and practical appl i
cation of advanced off-line diagnostic procedures to
assess the co ndition of both new and ser vice aged power
transformers, and (in section 3) devel opment of an on
line monit oring system to keep track of the condition of
a strategically irnportant transformer which was repaired
on-s ite after a serious fault.

2. OFF·LINE DIAGNOSTIC METHODS

Typical failure modes and the .rechn ical lifetime" of
power transfonners are mainly influenced by the
e lec trical, therm al and mechanical strcsses of the insula
tion sys tern dur ing serv ice. Due 10 the cornplexity of
both, the design of the large power transformers and the
rnulti-parameter stress situation in service with their
combined effects and inter-relationships , a unique
diagnostic method, however, does not exist.

2.1 Traditional Diagnostic Methods

A survey of traditi onal diagnostic methods and their
application to trans form ers and to other equipment is
given in [3][4][5]. In Switzerl and the common
diagnostic practice for assessing the condition of power
transformers is mainly based on the following proce
dures [6][7] :

• visual inspection

• physico-chemical analys is of the oil (IEC 422)

• chromatographie oil analysis (DGA, HPLC)

• measurements of capacitance and dielectric

dissipation factor (DDF) ofthe HV-bushings.
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The ana lysis of disso lved gas in oil (DGA) indica tes
slowly developing failu res and irregularilies in the
oil/cellulos e insulation system, such as hot spots , bad
co ntacts, arcing or partial discharges, The DGA·proce
dur e is weil established and the interpretatio n of results
are described in IEC publi calions 567 (1992) and IEC
599 (197 8). Despite of existin g international standards
and extensive use of DGA (since more than 40 years),
the correct judgemcnt of the severity of a fault and its
localisation inside the tran sformer is often not possible.
In general, .J irniting values" for maximum admissible
decomposition gas concentrations for a specific trans
former under specific operating conditions are not
ava ilable.

W hen the eva luation of DGA-resul ts indicates therma l
degradation of the cellulose insulation (unusual high
co ntent of carbon ox ides) , the HPLC-lechnique (High
Performance Liqu id Chromatograp hy) can be used to
detect cellulose decomposition produ cts (fura nic co m
pounds). Although the analy tical aspects of this method
are weil defined in IEC 1198 (1993) , thc quantit ative
interp retation of HPLC-resulls is still diffi cult because
the correlation between measured concentrations of
furanic compounds in oil and changcs in physical
properties of aged cellulose (e.g. reduction of tensile
strength) is not yet weil understood [3][6].

Th ough both methods, DGA and HPLC, are widely used
in Switzerland and elsewhere far inc ipie nt faul t
detect ion in power transforrners, their se nsitivity for the
assessment of the ge nera l co ndition of an insulating
sys tem is limited due to the integra l and cumulative
nature of these methods. Small defects, even in cri tical
locations, have a very lang reaction time due to the large
oil volume. Wi th the applica tion on a d iscrete bas is
(typical intervals betwee n analysis: 1 to 5 years), there
is a risk that fast evolving faults with rapid ehanges in
the transformer ' s gass ing behaviour will not be detected
ear ly enough.

2.2 Selection of Advanced Diagnostic Methods

It is obvious from the abo ve that the results of tradi
tional off-line dia gnostic methods, mainl y obtained from
the analysis of the insulating oil, are not sufficienl lO
assess the actual eondition of all crit ica l parts in a
power transformer . New advanced diagnostic techniques
must concentrate on measurable quantities which are
directIy related to the main stress parameters and/or
typical failure modes. Based on practical experience the
following meth ods have been selec ted for this project:

• agei ng under thermal stress, humidity in cellulose:
measurement of the relaxation currents, i.e.
polarisation and depolarisation currents (PDC)

• electrical stress, loeal defects in HV insulation:
measurement of partial discharges (PD)

• mechanical stress, defonnation of windings:
measurement of transfer function (FRA).

..
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2.3 Insulation Diagnosis by Means of Relaxation
Current Mcasurements

Integral, electrical diagnostic techniqu es, such as the
measurernent of the dieleetric dissipation faetor (DDF,

tan 0) or power faetar (PF), ean be used to qualify the
trends of insulation ageing in power transformers or in
other high voltage apparatus. As perrnittivity and lasses
in composite cil/cellulose insulation are influenced by
ageing products even nt power frequency, the
deterioration of such insulation systems can be deter
mined quantitativelyon a global basis (no information
ahoutloeal defects).

For some time past, also non-traditional methods for
insulation diagnosis are applied and diseussed: the
measurement of (a) the recovery or "bucking" voltage
(RVM) [5] to quantify a so-ealled "polarisation
spcctrum", (b) "the isothermal relaxation currcnts" [8],
or (e) the "voltage response" [9]. It is quite obvious that
each of these traditional or non-traditional methods ean
be traced back to the same weil known phenomena in
dielectrics: the exi stence of various polarisation effects
and losses in insulating materials. Under conditions
where non-linear effects are avoided, such measure
rnents ean be made either in the frequency- or time
domain and the results can be transfarmed from one
domain into the other.

second winding of the transformer which is groundcd
(see Fig I). Similar to the procedures applied during
DDF-measurements, the complex structure of apower
transformet can thus be subdivided into individual
insulation sections. The time-dependent currents repre
sent the polarisation current ipol during voltage
application and the depolarisation current idcpo1 during
the short circuit of the system. In general, both currents
follow weil known relations of the linear dielectric
response theory [11] [12].

Although a deterioration of the insulation quality is
manifested by an increase of amplitudes and by a change
of the time-dependence of the relaxation currents, only a
very experienced specialist would be able to infer an
increase of perrnittivity or lasses from the shapes of
these currents. However, these eurrents can be trans
forrned into the frequency-dornain, where the two

related quantities, effective capacitance and tan 15,
exhibit a clear dependence on frequeney. Details about
the ealculation of capacitance and lass faetor in the
frequency domain based on time dependent relaxation
eurrents ean be found in [10][11]. The following
examples demonstrate that this diagnostic method can be
applied "on-site", i.e, all PDC-measurements presented
here were performed in substations, unless otherwise
claimed,

Tbree-phasc 220/65 kV 185 MVA
rcgulating transformcr, 1973
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Fig. I Circuit for measurement of polarisation and
depolarisation eurrents (PDC).

As proposed recently [10][11][12], the measurernent of
relaxation currents, i.e. polarisation- and depolarisation
eurrents (PDC), in the time-domain is the preferred
method, as such measurements are easy to apply even on
very large power transformers on site. The measuring
eireuit (sec Fig. I) and the procedure are quite simple: a
d.e. voltage source (about I kV) is switehed onto the
insulation system under test (e.g. a HV winding of a
transformer) and remains connected during a predeter
mined time period (e.g. I to 2 hours). Then, the voltage
supply is disconnected and substituted by a short cireuit
for at least the same duration of time. During both
periods, the currents are recorded at a terminal of a

Time (s)
Fig. 2 Measured relaxation currents of a three-phase

220/65 kV 185 MVA substation transformer.

Fig. 2 shows measured relaxation currents of a servicc
aged transformer (built in 1973, sec also seetion 3), as
recorded from the barrier insulation system between the
220 kV and 65 kV windings. Although a quite lang
tirne-period of nearly 3 hours was used far the PDC
measurements, the limiting d.c. regime could not be
reached in this ease. The slopes of the eurrents displaya
"dominant relaxation time constant" in the range of
about 200 seeonds. Here, the sudden decrease of current
is due to the interfacial polarisation which is mainly
controlled by the oil eonduetivity and by the volurne
ratio of oil to pressboard. The calculated results in the
frequency-dornain (Fig. 4) provide more detailed
information.



Fig. 3 Meas ured and ca lculated relaxation currents of
a single-phase 150/1 1 kV 2 1 MV A transforrner
before and after refu rbishment.

Fig . 4 shows the die lectric behaviour of the insu lat ion
systerns of both transforrners discussed above in the
freq uency domain, i.e. the capacitance C as weil as the
dielectrie dissipation faetor (tan 8). Both magnitudes
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were calculated from the measured re laxation currents
(see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3) for the frequeney range from 0.1
mHz up to 100 Hz. As the measurement s of the relaxa
tion currents do not start immediately after voltage
appliea tion or the short ei rcuit of the insulation, the
calculated values for tan Ö are too low for frequencies
higher than about I Hz [11).

Fig.4 Caleu lated values for the effective capacitance C
and dielectric d issipation factor tan 8 of the
transforrner s pre sented in Fig . 2 and Fig. 3.

Finally , it should be men tio ned, that the results of all
"non-traditional" integral diagn ostic methods (e .g.
[3)[5)[8)[9]) can be ca lculated from time dependent
relaxation currents. As these currents can easily be
recorded also under difficult on-site co nditions, if
suitable measuring devices are used, the application of
the PDC-teehnique can substantia lly impro ve the
condition assess ment of large power transforrners er
other high voltage apparatus.

10

This restrieti on, however, does not apply to the calcu
lated freq ueney dependence of the effeet ive capacitance
C, as the equivalent circuit of the insulation system can
~e normalised to the measured capacitance at power
frequency. The significant increase of C in the very low
frequency range is essentially duc to the dominant time
co nstant of the relaxation currents decay as mentioned
above. Thi s increase ca n be explained by the fact, that
the electric field wilhin the oil-gaps will vanish afte r the
interfaeial polarisation has seul ed . Thu s, for extremely
low freq ueneies, the cap acitance of the pre ssboard alone
will appear. Th e differenees between this inerease of C
for both transformers (Fig. 4) ca n mainly be explained
by de tai ls of the insu lation design and partly by the fact
that the pressboard of the 185 MVA transformer is more
dispersive than that of the 21 MV A uni I. Accordi ng to
the die lectric theory, a large change of the capacitance
(or effeetive permitti-vity) in the freq uency domain is
alway s accompanied by a pronouneed peak of the
losses, i.e. the DDF, which is cle arly visible in Fig . 4.
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When the geo metry of a transformer insul ation system is
known, the relaxation curren ts of such a system can be
calculated from the dielectric pro perties of the main
components, oil and pressboard, as described in [ 12).
Such calculated currents befo re and afte r refurb ishment
are compared with measurem ents in Fig. 3, taking into
acco unt the actua l magnitudes of the applied d.c, volt
ages and of the temp eratures during the measure ments .
Th e dielectr ic properties of the oil as necessary for this
ca lculation have been determined from oi l sampies taken
before and after revi sion; those of impregnatcd press
board have been deterrnined from an arti ficially aged
pressboard sampie with a rnoistur e content ofO.5% [ 12).
Th e compariso n in Fig. 3 between calculated and
measured curves shows that the shapes of the relaxation
currents are nearly the same before and after revision ,
confirming that after 3S years of service the insulation of
this transformer is still in a very good co nditi on.

To dernonstrate , that trans forrners, whose main insula
tion systern is co mpose d of impregnated pressboard
barri ers with oil-gap s display similar rela xation currents,
the recorded currents of a 150 kVlll kV 21 MVA
singlc-phase unit (built in 1962) from a Swiss hydro
power station are sho wn in Fig. 3. This service aged
transformer was subjected to a major overhaul and
PDC -mea surements were perforrned before (on-site) and
after the rcfurbishment (at the manufacturers labora
tory). A careful inspection of the ac tive part revealed
that a replacement of the cellulose insulation was not
nccessary. In Lhis case refurbishment of the insulation
systern invol ved only the usual drying and deg assing
processes.
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Fig. 6 Test voltage generation for off-line PD
diagnosties: (a) induced voltage test on a auto
transformer, and (b) separate source voltage test
using aseries resonance test set on a regulating
transformer.
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winding from a mobile motor-generator set (induced
voltage test), and (b) application of a frequency tuned
series resonance circuit [15] (single phase separate
souree test). During off-line PD tests, voltage levels of
110% to 120% of the normal service voltage were
applied for a duration of typically 60 minutes. No
standard yet exists which specifies the limits of PD
during on-site tests. As a rather practical rule, however ,
it is agreed that there should be no rneasurable
discharges above background noise level at a test
voltage level near service voltage.

Calibralion
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Fig. 5 Off-line PD detection systern for power
transformers

Efficient discrimination between PD-signals and back
ground noise (mainly due to corona discharges
synchranized to 50 Hz) is achieved by digital impulse
acquisition and storage as weil as by statistical data
pracessing eorrelating all PD-events with the phase
position of the applied tes t voltage [14] (see exarnple in
Fig.7) .

2.4 Detection of Partial Discharges (PD)

It is generally accepted that partial discharge (PD)
detection, using electrical and/or acoustic techniques, is
one of the most effective diagnostic method to reveal
incipient faults and local defeets in a HV insulation [3]
[4] [5]. There is a suffieient strang link between PD
activity and insulation performance of large power
trans formers to support the use of PD detection
techniques for on-site condition assessment and on-site
quality contral, e.g. after installation of new strategieally
important units or after refurbishment or repair of oId
service-aged power transformers [13].

Conventional PD detection systems (e.g . according ta
lEe 270), as used in shielded HV laboratories, are not
suitable for on-site applications on power trans formers,
because external electromagnetic interference from
operating substations or energized power lines severely
hamper the detection sensitivity. Therefore an advanced
diagnostie system (Fig. 5) for electrical off-line PD
detection was developed as part of this prajeet, having
the following key elements:

• PD-free, test voltage source, not synchronized to
power frequency, for the excitation of the trans
former under test

• multi-terminal PD-signal detection using specia l HF
eurrent trans formers (0.2 to 30 MHz) directly
eonnected to all bushing tap-offs

• background noise suppressio n using a spectrurn
analyser as a selective band pass-filter with gating
facility of the input

• computer contralIed PD-impulse acquisition and
digital signal processing using a phase reso lving
partial discharge analyser (PRPDA).

Figurc 6 shows two different circuits for test voltage
generation which have been utilised for these tests: (a)
three phase excitation of the compensating (delta)

Fig. 7 Phase resolved partial discharge pattern of a
220/400 kV 400 MV A auto transformer at
80% U" 400 kV terminal (see text).
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2kHz 2MHz

Fig .9 FRA-measurement for a 220/12 kV 21 MVA
single phase transformer showi ng a short circuit
between two discs of thc HV winding.

Transformer

/

Fig. 8 Set-up for frequeney responsc ana lysis (FRA)

In this projeet, the frequency response of transformer
windings was analyzed off- line using a commercially
available network ana lyser. The prineiple of this FRA
technique is sehematieally presented in Fig. 8. The
output of a swept sinusoidal signal (2 V rms) and one
measuring input (R) of the analyzer are connected via
screened coaxial cables to one terminal of the winding
under test . The other end of the winding (e.g. neutral
terminal) is connected via a current transformer (CT) to
the seeond input (A) of the network analyzer, In the
normal case , the windings not tested are grounded. The
frequency response of a winding is de termined by
rneasuring the signal rat io (NR), i.e. the frequeney
dependent impedance and/or admittance of each
winding are evaluated in amplitude and phase for two
standard frequeney seans: (a) 50 Hz to 500 kHz, and (b)
200 kHz to 2 MHz. T he measured freq ueney responses
of each winding are analysed in the followi ng way:

• changes of resonanees, poles (reference nccessary)
• differences between the responses of the three phases

of the same transfermer
• differenees between the responses of a transformer

of the same design.

The FRA-method has proved to be sensitive to detect
typical winding faults; it is immune to electromagnetic
interference and easy to perfarm on site. In particular
the results are very repeatable , i.e . identieal results can
be obtained from transformers of the same design .
Figure 9 shows a winding failure in a sing le phase
transformer which co uld be identified by eomparing the
FRA-measurement with the result of the reserve unit,

NetworkAnalyser
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2. 6 Measurement of the Transfer Function,
Fr eqoeney Respo nse Analysis (F RA)

During its life a transformer can be subjected to several
short circuits with high fault currents. The dynamic
forces of these external short circuit currents may causc
defo rmations or displaeements of the winding assem
blies. In particular, the winding insulation of old trans
formers can become rather vulnerable to short circuit
forces because of the reduced mechanica l strength and
the shrinkage of the aged paper whieh may res ult in a
loss of the winding clamping pressure.

In most cases, howeve r, a displacement of a winding
after an external short circuit da es not imrnediately lead
to a transformer failure, but there is a high risk timt a
mechanical darnage in the turn or coil insulation due to
abrasion or erushing of the aged, bri ttle paper may
eventually cause an insulation breakdown at the next
over-voltage stress. Therefore, simple non-intrusive off
line rnethods for detection of winding movement and
failures are of high irnportance. because opening a
transformer and visual inspection is time consuming and
expensive.

Traditional eleetrical measurements of turns ratio,
impedance and inductance at 50 er 60 Hz are not sensi
tive enough for the detection of small winding displace
ments. As deformation results in minor changes of the
internal inductance and capacitance of the winding
strueture, a change in the characteristic frequency
response (e.g. impedanee, admittanee) ean be detected at
the terminals of the transformer by frequency response
analysis (FRA) and the so-cal led transfer funetion (TF)
method, or -in the time dornain by the low voltage
impu lse (LV I) method [16][17][18].

The result of a PD-measurement using a phase resolving
PD-analyser is a three-dimensional pattern (phase angle,
discharge magnitude and nurnber of counts) , which can
be considered as a finge rprint of the PD-activity of a
specific defect a transforrner. Thc PD-pattern shown in
Fig. 7 was recorded during an on-site test of a new
220/400 kV 400 MV A autotransformer. The deteeted
PD-activity was significant even below service voltage
leve l (i.e. at 80%) and cxhibited high PD-magnitudes
(> 500 pe). The pauern indicates a too high moisture
level in the cellulose insu lation of the 400-kV terminals
outlets which were installed on site . After careful drying
of this part of thc transformer it cou ld be demonstrated
in a second PD-measurement that the PD-activity
cornpletely disappcared,

The off-line PD detection teehnique deseribed above has
been applied successfully to several substation trans
formers (100 MV A class) and 10 three 220/400-kV
autoIransformers after installation. In all cases a
detection scnsitivity of better than 50 pC was reaehed,
even when HV power lines or HV equipment were
operating in the same substatio n.
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3. ON-UNE TRANSFORMER MONIT ORING Models

The major goals to be ach ieved by an on-line trans
former monitoring or surveillance systern are:

• prevent catastrophic fail ure

• better utilise load capacity
• optimise maintcnance
• extend rernaining Iife

Whatcver goals or priorities are set, each on-Iine trans
former monitoring system needs the following main
components: (a) built-in sensors tu detect changes, (b)
models for analys is of the status, and (c) a decision
making process.

Mathematieal models are based on analytical
expressions for computing the output of each sensors
from values in the past (time-dependent data) and the
decision variables (external conditions or operator
decision). Every input-output can be based on one
global model or on severa l models (one for each sensor).
If the behaviour of the system and the operating
conditions are weil defined , physically inspired models
can be uscd.

In the case of sensors signals of a trans former , more or
less ernpirical expressions with linear coefficients are
usually used [19][20].

3.1 Traditional Moniloring

Recently many sensors have been developed to monitor
permanently the transformer' 5 operating state: OßC can
find commercial products 10 measure eil properlies
(temperature , gas con ten t and moisture) and tank vibra
tions [3)[4]. The c1assieal way to process (analyse)
sensor da ta is 10 define one or several thresholds for
each measurement in order 10 set alarms. Ir an alarm
occurs, the transformer is switched off and an off-line
diagnosis is done.

Alarrn-based rnonitoring systems are commonly used
because they are simple to install und provide an auto
rnatic detection of incipient faults. However, the seuing
of the thresholds is critical: they may be set too high and
an early fault detection may fail. On the other hand,
when an alarm occurs too often (false alarm), its
relevance might be altered. In case of real fault, the
transformer might be switched off too late and be
subjcct to damages with severe financial consequences.

3.2 Model-ßased Moniloring

The stra tegy of the model-based transformer monitoring
has been developed in the early 90's in the MIT [19J. Its
main characteristic is to usc adaptive thresholds that
differ depending on the working conditions of the
tra nsformer. In order to calculate these adaptive
thresholds, models are needed. For each sensor, a
computation provides the expec ted measurement value
and, at any time, the calculated value is subtracted from
the actual one (see Fig. 10). Then, taking a given confi
dence level into account, the range of the residual is
used to decide whether a faulty condition (e.g. due to an
internal failure) exists or not,

However, the transformer problem is not weil defined
and has same non-linear components. Therefore, it is
worth to consider a neural network based models as weil
[21]. For a sampie k. the general expres sion can be
wri tten as

where f represents a non-linear function with defincd
properties. In this case, the estimation of the parameters
is more eomplieated than for a linear case and must bc
cornputed with iterative methods.

ß ecause the transformet behaviour is changing (e.g. due
to ageing processes) , the pararneter s of the models have
to be adapted regularly. This can be done by
reformauing the training set every day with the most
recent data (whieh don' t represent a faulty state).

Monitaring

ß asically, the monitoring function can be divided into
two parts: (a) detection of a faulty condition, and (b)
detection of an incipienl fault or dangerous ageing state.

The detcc tion of a faulty condition is derived directly
fram the residual analysis. The canfidence level is
adjusted to the quality of the models used: after the
camputation of the pararneter s, the mean of the
qu adrat ic error and its standard deviation o are
calculated for the model applied on the training set,
Finally, the confidence range is set to 3a.

The incipient failure and the ageing monitoring are
evaluated by looking at the variatio n of the modelover
the time. An abnormal (to fast) rate of change will point
out a incipient fault or the end of Iife of the device .

3.3 Diagnosis Concepl

Once the monitoring systern has produced a message or
a signal showing that a faulty condition exists, a diag
nostie layer is needed in order to localise and qualify the
failure. Generally, the two following approaches can be
considered.

DiilgnO I~

I P,ouu 1-'-'----1
?+'--_--.j~~~---..MOI'l.O.Od'::I I lil le

Fig. 10 Residual analysis
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Fig. 11 On-line monitoring system: measuring set-up

• transfonner load;
• top oil temperature ;
• tank and air temperature;
• dissolved gas and moisture in oil;
• tank vibrations;
• overvoltages and short-circuit currents at each

phase.

The sensor signals are acquired by two sys terns on site
(Fiesch) and data are transmitted via modem to a central
computer.

A co mme rcial data-Iogger co llects data on load,
temperatures, gas-in -e il, moisture- in-oil, short circuit
currents and operating alarms (Buchholz relay, cooling
system and overload). Additio nally, a digital osc illo
scope is used to record overvoltages and vibrations of
the tank.

The commercia l data-Iogger is a flex ible and low cos t
product. 115 main technical characteristics are 17 analog
configurable channels which can be cither current inputs
(4-20mA, 0-5 A or 0-50 A) or voltage inpu ts (-10 to
+ 10 VCC or 0-300 VAC) and 16 d igital inputs. The
channels sampie rate is lixed at 150 Hz excepted for the
short-c ircuit curre nt that are digitised at 1920 Hz. In
order to save rnernory, those data are reduced to ane
value per haurfor each channeI. With this configuration,
the memory of the sys tem is nearly equivalent to 3
month s of measurements (FIFO buffer). Th e modem
connec tion bet ween the data logger and the PC allo ws
us either to download the measurem ents or to upload
new configurations from a rernote site.

Overvoltages are measured through a special cannector
of the 65 kV-bushings including an internal capacitive
divider. Normally, this system is used to perform partial
discharge measurements off-line. For security reasans,
this connector must be short-circuited while the trans
farmer is in operation, but we have placed threc current
probes on these short- circuits , in order to get three
phase recording of the overvoltages. Preliminary tests
have shown that it is possible to obtain a very accurate
picture of the (over)voltage by numerical integration of
the current.

For the monitoring of vibrations, an industri al accelero
meter has been fixed on the external wall of Lhe trans
former. The vibrations are measured periodically and
each time an overvoltage is recorded.

Finally, in order to build-up the database which is
needed to evaluate the diagnostic tools, all the sensors
outputs described above are collected and pre-processed
on the same central computer.

3.5 Results

Data have been collected since January 1997. Th e rou gh
measuremenl5 are showing that, if the obvious link
between tank and top oil ternp erature is not co nsidered,
no streng immediate linear correlation can be found in
the data se l. Thi s result doesn ' t mean that there is no
corre lation at all but that the connections between the
values are more complex. Therefore, the use of an
artilicial intelligence bas ed sys tem is ju stilied.

The model-based monitoring method has been applied
to the data-Iogger measuremenls (top oil temperature,
moisture and gas). Both linear and non-linear models

EPFL (Powar Syllllm. l..Il.b orlllory)

..~

Flosch

Expert based diagnosis system

Usually, because of the situation described above, only
data about the norm al condition are ava ilable. Using the
residual rnethod, it is possibl e to decid e whether the
status of the transform er is normal or not. If a failure
occurs, the range of the residual has to be analysed and
interpreted. In ord er to diagnose the ori gin of the failure ,
the relati ons (rules) between faulty conditions (data
monit orcd ) and the causes are needed. This information
mainly comes from human experts; as explaincd bcforc,
only few data are available from rneasurements.

Dara based learning diagnosis system

The co nccpt of this meth od is to collect as many data as
possibl e of every operating condi tion of the tra nsformer
and store them in a database. Measured data of the
sensors or trends of values are then compared with the
database and the monit oring system will associate the
actual situation with a co nditio n of the transformer
which is known. The database must contain every
pussible co nditions, including faul ty ones . The prob lem
is that 0 0 general model exists to simulate a large power
transformer. Only measured data can be used to build- up
thc database, At present, the on-line monitoring experi
ence of transforrners is rather Iimited and there are only
few failure data ava ilable .

Power tr, nlformcr
no.GkI/ 185""'''

3.4 Pi lot Installation of a Monitoring System for
a Strategie Transformer

The lirs t on-line mon itoring system in Switzerland has
bee n installed on a 220/65 kV 185 MV A three-phase
power transformer (sec Fig. I I) which is located in
Fiesch in a mounlain region and is directly connected to
a hydro power statio n and to the 220 kV transmission
grid.

Nine important parameters are measured on-line by nine
different senso rs :
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Advanced off-line diagnostic methods as descr ibed in
this paper have been applied to more than 30 new and
service-aged transfonners. The experience gaincd and
the results can be summarised as folIows:
• All methods (PDC, PD, and FRA) are suitable for

on-site use; however, reproducibility and irnmunity
to clectromagnetic in terference can only be achieved
when standardized set-ups and procedures are used
for each method

• A reference data set abou t the condition of 10 new
transformers after ins tallation was establ ished for
unit s in the range from 50 MVA up to 600 MV A and
voltagcs up to 400 kV.

• A camparisan with measurernents in the manu
facturer's Iaboratory demonstrated the con sistency
and reproducibility of these reference data measured
on site.

• On service -aged trans form ers different failures have
been identified: Pfr -sources. high molsture co ntent in
ce llulose and mechanical de fects.

For the on-line monitoring system the following
conclusions can be drawn:
• Th e pil ot-installation is operating well. Th e imple 

menled adaptive threshold concepl for fault detection
improves the reli ability of this importa nt transfor
mer.

• More measured data are needed for the decision
process of such a sys tem. In particular, data about
unexpected events and also about long term effec ts
such as ageing are necessary for the fault
identification.

Al present, there are not enou gh abn ormal operating
candit ions recorded to find a correlation between
overvo ltages , short-circuit curren ts and the transformer
condition.

"

4. CONCLUSIONS

Fig . 15 Vibrations in time domain and frequency domain

For the vibrations, using a self-organising map
(Kohonen network) [21], we have made a classificat ion
of the 18 first harmonics, in order lo find out typie al
opera tional states of the transform er, in correlation with
the other measured pa rametcrs, Depending on the
difference between the best fitring operational state and
the actual measurernents of the vibrations, an error
signal is generaled for diagn ostie purposes. Figure 15
shows a typieal me asurem ent of the vibrations.

200125 150 115

_ 2 - - - - - - --- ---

10075su15

- - _.- - - - - - - - --.o

100
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Fig . 14 Overvoltages mea sured on a 65 kV bushing
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Fig. 13 Residual analysis (same data as in Fig. 12).

... - -- - - - - ---- -

The overvoltage measurement is effective and several
eve nts have been recorded duri ng the summer 1997.
Figu re 14 shows suc h an ove rvoltag e.

..
"

Fig. 12 Forecast ing ab ility of the monitoring sys tem:
left: oil ternperatur e, right: gas-in -eil content.

The information, which will be used for diagnostic
purp oses, is the residuals. Figure 13 pre scnt s the visuali
sation of the residuals corresponding to the
mcasurements presented in Fig. 12. The confidence
levels are also plotted in doted dashes . If one of the
measured values is not contained within the interval
defined by the two ada ptive thre sholds, the
correspo nding senso r does not follow the model and an
alarm has to be sel in.

_ 1.5

_0. 6

were tested . Considerin g the confidence level plotted in
dotte d dashes, the resuhs in Fig. 12 show that the
implemented mod els are able to predi ct acc urate ly the
normal candition of the transformer. In ave rage, the
linear correlation co efficient betwe en the calculated
outputs (thin curve) and the actual mcasurernen ts (thick
curve) is more than 0 .95 and the mean error is less than
5 % of the values.
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Thercforc, Iuture work has 10 co ncentrate on the correct

intcrpretauo n of d iagnostic results and on reliab le
critcria rar the decision process for implcrnentation in
on-linc monitoring systerns. Ta reach this goal, we nced
not only a consequ ent application of advanced diagno
stic meth ods on new und se rvicc aged transform ers, but
also more funda mental work to understand the physics
of the agcing processes in transformet insulation
systems. Thc cxpcricncc with this projec t has dcmon
strated timt progress in this field rcquires a elose co
operation be twce n utilities, transformer rnanufactu res.
independent testi ng organisations and universnies.
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